The Semco Stone Random Height Collection can be rustic or refined. Our Random Height veneer is snapped stone with heights created by the natural horizontal layering in the quarry formed millions of years ago. The applications of this stone are endless.

Photos on page 82-83 are courtesy of Memphis Stone & Stucco
In these photos the stone has been tooled by a mason. Communication is important between the homeowner and mason to assure you achieve the look you want for your project.
Communication is important between the homeowner and mason to assure you achieve the look you want for your project.
Tumbled Random Height Veneer creates an old world, or aged appearance. Our Collection of Tumbled Random Height veneer is snapped stone with heights created by the natural milling of rock layers in the quarry over millions of years ago. It is then tumbled to create softer, rounded edges. Communicate with your mason to assure you achieve the look you want for your project.

In these photos the stone has been tooled by a mason. Communication is important between the homeowner and mason to achieve the look you want for your project.

Create Authentic and Luxurious Living Spaces.

1-800-814-1072

semcostone.com
Semco Stone’s Dimensional Collection is created when quarried stone snapped at random lengths are then sawn to specified heights, usually 2¼”, 5” and 7¾” (10½” Jumpers available).

Our Dimensional Collection creates a more formal look with its defined lines which also provides efficient and economical installations.

Bring the beauty home with Semco Stone.
TOP
Brookhaven Dimensional

BOTTOM
Chateau Bay Dimensional

OPPOSITE PAGE TOP
Indiana Limestone Berkshire

OPPOSITE PAGE
Indiana Limestone Berkshire
In the photos on these two pages the stone has been tooled by a mason. Communication is important between the homeowner and mason to ensure you achieve the look you want for your project.
The old world appearance of Tumbled Dimensional veneer is created when quarried stone snapped at random lengths are then sawn to specified heights, usually 2¼", 5", and 7¼" (10½" Jumpers available). Snapped once more to the correct depth, the Dimensional stone is then tumbled, which gives the impression the stone is aged.

Elegance Redefined. Semco Stone.
In these photos the stone has been tooled by a mason. Communication is important between the homeowner and mason to assure you achieve the look you want for your project.
The linear lines of Ledgestone is a sought after element in both residential and commercial design. Ledgestone can create an appealing contrast of rugged texture and contemporary design.

In the photos on these two pages, the stone has been tooled by a mason. Communication is important between the homeowner and mason to ensure you achieve the look you want for your project.

SHOWN RIGHT
Iron Mountain Sawn Ledge
Like the mosaics of ancient Rome, Webwall is a pattern of different stones that fit together as orderly as the mason or home owner desires. This application is perfect for interior fireplaces or exterior applications and complementary to any rustic, classic or contemporary design.

Create the look you want with the personalized style you desire. Natural stone from Semco Stone can create a unique look that sets you apart from others with many of our custom cut stone options. Our state-of-the-art fabrication facility can create curved and straight stone profiles such as those for archways, coping, caps, sills, custom signs and so much more.

Use nature as your inspiration.
HEARTHSTONES & MANTLES
Hearthstones and Mantles by Semco Stone are the final touch to your masterpiece. A natural stone hearth can enhance your fireplace design both in character and texture. Hearthstones and Mantles can be custom cut and finished to your specifications. Contact your sales representative for more information.

CAPS & COPING
Caps and Coping are the perfect complement to our natural stone veneers. Available either snapped or sawn they give your project the finished detail for countless applications. The possibilities are endless from pool surrounds to the finishing touch on columns, piers, entrance monuments, staircases and more. Caps and Coping are available in various finishes.

KEYSTONES
Keystones give the finishing touch to doors or other masonry openings to enrich the overall finish of your project. The sides can be sawn or snapped for a formal, rustic, contemporary or classic appearance. Keystones are available in various finishes.

SILLS
Sills can be used under windows and at the top of a stone wains coat. They are sawn on the top, bottom, ends and back with your choice of snapped or sawn-face. Sills are available in various finishes.

QUOINS
Quoins give the finishing touch to corners or entryways and complement any of our veneer blends. Each piece has a snapped face and end. The top and bottom of the Quoins are available as sawn or snapped. Quoins are available in various finishes.

TRIMSTONES
Trimstones are precut stones used to stack either around or above windows and doors. They can be utilized either horizontally or vertically. Each piece has a snapped face and ends, and are sawn on top and bottom. Both heights are available in full veneer or ThinCut™.

STEPS AND TREADS
Whether used for an indoor staircase, or exterior entrance, Semco Stone can produce custom Steps and Treads to complete your natural stone project. Steps and Treads can be custom cut and finished to your specifications, contact your sales representative for more information.

See page 124 and 125 for finishes and decorative edge options.
Semco Stone Natural Stone Countertops offer a perfect harmony of performance and beauty in both indoor and outdoor applications. Natural Stone countertops from Semco Stone can meet both the needs of your lifestyle and the demands of your inspiration. Our Countertops can be custom cut to your specifications, contact your sales representative for more information. See page 124 and 125 for finish options.

Contact your sales representative for more information about how Semco Stone can help you with any custom cut projects.

Brentwood Countertop

Baltic Buff Countertop

Blue River Countertop

We all know first impressions are important. Semco Stone has created hundreds of great first impressions for neighborhoods, corporate offices and retail stores across the country. We are experienced in producing custom designed monuments, memorials and entrance signs for many unique projects over the years.

Semco Stone has a wide variety of colors, sizes and shapes that can help your project stand out. Semco Stone will custom cut to your specifications. Contact your sales representative for more information. See page 124 and 125 for finish options.

This breathtaking Memorial Wall located in Perryville, Missouri was designed to remember those who have served or are serving and those who paid the ultimate price for the freedoms we enjoy today. A beautiful tribute to the Perry County Veterans featuring Custom Cut Brentwood Polished Stone and Weston Cream stone caps. A beautiful tribute to military men and women from generations past as well as those in the future.

Contact your sales representative for more information about how Semco Stone can help you with any custom cut projects.
Each of our Brentwood slabs are unique, so we make it convenient for you to browse our selection of Brentwood slabs on-line. Please visit SemcoStone.com and under products choose Brentwood Stone. There will be two choices of 1 ¼" and 2" thickness. Contact your Semco Sales Representative for more details!

**LIVE SLAB INVENTORY IS NOW ON-LINE!**

**BRENTWOOD TRANSFORMS ANY OUTDOOR SPACE INTO WOW-WORTHY**

Brentwood Slabs are available in 1 ¼" and 2" thickness. The slabs are available in a variety of heights and lengths. Brentwood is a Quartzite Sandstone, when sawn it has the elegant look of a detailed woodgrain. Great for countertops, outdoor kitchens, hearths, caps, sandblasted signs & more!

**Available in 5 Finishes:** Polished, Honed, Antique Brush, Bushhammer & Sandblasted

**Available in 6 Edge Treatments:** Machine-Split, Rock Face, Full Bullnose, Half Bullnose, Bevel and Ogee

**SEMCO ALSO OFFERS SLABS IN THE FOLLOWING COLORS**

- Baltic Buff
- Blue River
- Gunsmoke Gray
- Indiana Limestone
- Rustic Cedar
Decoative Edges
The Difference is in the Details

Semco Stone’s collection of Decorative Edges offers six of the most popular, architectural edges in the industry – adding the perfect finishing touch to counter tops, hearths, caps and so much more.

Decorative Edges can be a subtle, or not so subtle, completion to any environment.

Building Stone by Semco Stone is a natural product, therefore color variations may occur. Selections should be made from actual samples whenever possible. Contact your sales representative for more information.

Natural Stone Finishes Legend

HS = Hearthstone
SL = Sills
S = Steps
C = Caps & Coping
K = Keystones
T = Treads
ALL PHOTOS: Veneer: Chestnut Hill Castlerock and Willowbrook Brown Castlerock Caps & Treads: Custom Cut Baltic Buff

1-800-814-1072 | semcostone.com

Custom Fabrication

126 | Custom Projects

127 | Custom Projects

All photos on page 126 are courtesy of Copper Leaf Interior Design

TOP LEFT
Custom Cut Black Hills Rustic Coping

BOTTOM LEFT
Custom Cut Brentwood Hearth and Brentwood Random Height veneer

RIGHT
Rockport Blend Tumbled Dimensional veneer and Custom Blue River Hearth
OUR LOCATIONS

» CORPORATE OFFICE
(800) 814-1072
50 Robinson Industrial Dr.
Perryville, MO 63775
info@semcostone.com

» CINCINNATI, OHIO
(513) 725-0070
11864 Chesterdale Road
Cincinnati, OH 45246
infoOH@semcostone.com

» COLUMBUS, OHIO
(614) 861-4668
6015 Taylor Road
Columbus, OH 43230
infoOH@semcostone.com

» KANSAS CITY, MO
(816) 318-1203
2515 Semco Drive
Belton, MO 64012
infoKC@semcostone.com
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